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ABSTRACT

In their paper ‘‘The tropospheric land–sea warming contrast as the driver of tropical sea level pressure changes,’’

Bayr and Dommenget proposed a simple model of temperature-driven air redistribution to quantify the ratio be-

tween changes of sea level pressureps andmean tropospheric temperatureTa in the tropics. Thismodel assumes that

theheight of the tropical troposphere is isobaric.Hereproblemswith thismodel are identified.Arevised relationship

between ps and Ta is derived governed by two parameters—the isobaric and isothermal heights—rather than just

one. Further insight is provided by the earliermodel of Lindzen andNigam, whichwas the first to use the concept of

isobaric height to relate tropical ps to air temperature, and they did this by assuming that isobaric height is always

around 3km and isothermal height is likewise near constant. Observational data, presented here, show that neither

of these heights is spatially universal nor does theirmean valuesmatch previous assumptions.Analyses show that the

ratio of the long-termchanges inps andTa associatedwith land–sea temperature contrasts in awarming climate—the

focus of Bayr and Dommenget’s work—is in fact determined by the corresponding ratio of spatial differences in

the annualmean ps andTa. The latter ratio, reflecting lower pressure at higher temperature, is significantly impacted

by themeridional pressure and temperature differences.Considerations of isobaric heights are shown to beunable to

predict either spatial or temporal variation inps.As notedbyBayr andDommenget, the role ofmoisture dynamics in

generating sea level pressure variation remains in need of further theoretical investigations.

1. Introduction

Low-level tropical winds are generally linked to con-

vection, but the physical processes and relationships

remain a matter of interest and discussion. Indeed, our

incomplete understanding of the physical principles

governing low-level circulation is manifested by the in-

ability of atmospheric models to replicate the terrestrial

water cycle (Marengo 2006; Hagemann et al. 2011) as

well as by the challenge of confidently predicting pre-

cipitation and air circulation (e.g., An 2011; Acharya
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et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2013). One recurring question is

whether the release of latent heat in the upper atmo-

sphere generates sufficient moisture convergence in the

lower atmosphere to feed convection. The observed

relationship between sea level pressure and surface

temperature (with warm areas having low pressure) is

regarded as evidence that low-level convergence is,

rather, driven by the temperature gradients; see dis-

cussions by Lindzen and Nigam (1987), Neelin (1989),

Sobel and Neelin (2006), Back and Bretherton (2009),

and An (2011).

The physical rationale behind surface pressure

gradients driven by surface temperature gradients is

that a gaseous atmosphere held by a gravitational field

cannot remain static in the presence of a horizontal

temperature gradient (Landau and Lifshitz 1987).

Any differential heating causes pressure differences in

the upper atmosphere to arise as a result of the larger

exponential scale height of a warmer versus a colder

atmospheric column. As illustrated by the Bjerknes

circulation theorem (Thorpe et al. 2003), this implies

circulation: upper-level air divergence from the

warmer air column and low-level convergence toward

it. However, to estimate the strength of this circula-

tion requires a shift from qualitative to quantitative

considerations.

Themagnitude of the surface pressure gradient can be

found if one knows the isobaric height (i.e., the altitude

where pressure does not vary over space). Where tem-

perature is high (and air density is low) there is less air

below the isobaric height than where temperature is low

(and air density is high); this follows from the hypso-

metric equation, which captures the hydrostatic equa-

tion and the ideal gas law. Accordingly, the weight of the

air column is lower in warmer than in colder areas. The

resulting surface pressure and temperature gradients

can be shown to be proportional to each other, with the

proportionality coefficient depending on the isobaric

height (see section 3).

It thus appears that if we could determine isobaric

height from some independent considerations we could

use air temperature to predict surface pressures. To

address this challenge Bayr and Dommenget (2013), in

the context of their efforts to estimate large-scale

changes in atmospheric pressure in the tropics during

climate change, proposed a highly simplified physical

model of temperature-driven air redistribution. The

model quantified the relationship between tropical sea

level pressure ps and the mean tropospheric tempera-

ture Ta under the assumption that the isobaric height ze
is the height of the troposphere (ze 5 16.5 km).

Although not cited by Bayr and Dommenget (2013),

Lindzen and Nigam (1987) had previously proposed a

similar relationship between ps and surface temperature

Ts by assuming that the tropical isobaric height is around

3km. This discrepancy requires exploration, because

with ze 5 3 km the model of Bayr and Dommenget

(2013) no longer agrees with observations.

We note too that Lindzen and Nigam (1987) found

that isobaric height alone was insufficient to obtain a

satisfactory agreement between their model and data.

An additional parameter was required. This additional

parameter describes the rate at which surface tem-

perature differences diminish with altitude, thereby

defining an ‘‘isothermal height’’ where no information

about the surface temperature differences is pre-

served. This isothermal height describes horizontal

variation in the vertical lapse rate of air temperature.

Mean tropospheric temperature investigated by Bayr

and Dommenget (2013) should be influenced by such

variation even though this is neglected in their

simplified model.

Here we reexamine the derivation of Bayr and

Dommenget (2013) to identify and resolve several in-

consistencies (section 2). We derive a general relation-

ship linking the ratio of horizontal differences of surface

pressure and air temperature to isobaric height. We

show that, in agreement with the model of Lindzen and

Nigam (1987) and in contrast to the model of Bayr and

Dommenget (2013), who consider only isobaric height,

this ratio is a function of both isobaric and isothermal

heights (section 3).

Using data provided by the National Centers for En-

vironmental Prediction–National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay

et al. 1996) and by Remote Sensing Systems (Mears and

Wentz 2009) we then assess the isobaric and isothermal

heights in the tropics (section 4). We demonstrate in

theory that the relationship between sea level pressure

and Ta is significantly more sensitive to any changes in

isothermal height than is the relationship between ps and

Ts. Accordingly, the ratio Dps/DTa is not constant in the

tropics and increases by about a factor of 3 from the

higher latitudes toward the equator. Meanwhile the ra-

tio Dps/DTs is more spatially stable.

While the distinction between spatial and temporal

variabilitywas not clearly drawnbyBayr andDommenget

(2013), we show that their data reveal an interesting pat-

tern. The observed long-term temporal changes of sea

level pressure and mean tropospheric temperature are

characterized by the same ratio as their respective spatial

changes. In both cases land displays a smaller (by absolute

magnitude) ratio than the ocean. This patternmatches the

observations but is not reproduced in the multimodel

ensemble of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) (section 5).
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Our analysis of the data further reveals that neither of

the two assumptionsmade by Lindzen andNigam (1987)

concerning the isobaric and isothermal heights appears

plausible. Isobaric height is highly variable with a dif-

ferent distribution for land and ocean. Isothermal height

is also spatially variable. This variability of both pa-

rameters prevents confident estimation of the relation-

ship between sea level pressure and temperature from

isobaric and isothermal heights (section 6).We conclude

with a discussion of possible directions for future re-

search as to how consideration of the relationships be-

tween sea level pressure and air temperature could

inform our understanding of the principles governing

low-level atmospheric circulation and moisture conver-

gence (section 7).

2. The model of Bayr and Dommenget (2013)

Bayr andDommenget (2013) begin their derivation with

an equation they refer to as ‘‘the hydrostatic equation’’:

dp52rgdh , (1)

with pressure p, density r, gravity constant g, and

h described as ‘‘air column height.’’1 According to Bayr

and Dommenget (2013), for an ‘‘isobaric thermal ex-

pansion of the air column’’ it follows from the ideal gas

law that

dh5
h

T
dT , (2)

where T is temperature. They conclude that using Eqs.

(1) and (2) one obtains how sea level pressure depends

on temperature:

dp

dT
5

1

2
rg

h

T
. (3)

We first note that both the 1/2 multiplier and the lack of

the minus sign in Eq. (3) are not consistent with Eqs. (1)

and (2). Bayr and Dommenget (2013) explain the ap-

pearance of 1/2 using a graphical scheme that we have

redrawn in Fig. 1. They explain that ‘‘to balance the

heights of the two columns at the end, half of the height

difference is moved from the warmer to the colder air

volume.’’ As we can see fromFig. 1, this statement refers

to the difference in heightsh between two local columns.

However, to test their model against the data, Bayr and

Dommenget (2013) define dp and dT in Eq. (3) to rep-

resent the relative changes d(ps 2 ps) and d(Ta 2Ta),

where ps and Ta are the local values of sea level pressure

and mean tropospheric temperature, respectively, and

the overbar their mean values in the tropics. If the mean

valuesh, ps, andTa change negligibly in time compared to

their local values (i.e., dX’ 0 with X5 fps, Ta, hg), re-
placement of variables X/X2X does not affect Eqs.

(1) and (2). This replacement does, however, impact the

balancing procedure in Fig. 1. Indeed, to balance height

h between the two columns one has to move not one-half

but the entire difference d(h2h)5 (h1 2h2)/2 from the

warmer to the colder column. Therefore, if by dp/dT in

Eq. (3) one understands, as do Bayr and Dommenget

(2013), relative changes of the respective variables, one

has no grounds to introduce the 1/2 multiplier into Eq. (3)

[see Eq. (20) in the next section].

The sign discrepancy between Eqs. (1) and (3) appears

as a simple error, but in fact it manifests the mis-

application of Eq. (1). This equation is not a hydrostatic

equation and contradicts the latter. Let us illustrate this

point. For atmospheric air conforming to the ideal gas law

p5NRT , (4)

where R 5 8.3 Jmol21K21 and N is molar density, the

hydrostatic equilibrium equation is

›p(z)

›z
52r(z)g52

p

h
and h[

RT(z)

Mg
, (5)

where M is molar mass, z is height above the sea level,

and p, r, and T are local values of pressure, density, and

temperature at height z. The hydrostatic equilibrium

Eq. (5) says nothing about temporal changes of either

pressure or temperature. It only describes the distribu-

tion of air pressure with height.

In Eqs. (1)–(3) Bayr and Dommenget (2013) in-

terpreted pressure p as sea level pressure p5 ps, density

r as the mean air density in the troposphere r 5 ra 5
0.562 kgm23 and air column height h as the height H 5
16.5 km of the tropical troposphere corresponding to

height h100 of pressure level p100 5 100hPa. They also

interpreted differentials in Eqs. (1)–(3) as describing

temporal changes of the corresponding variables. From

Eq. (5) we find that sea level pressure ps is related to

ra and h100 as follows:

ps [

ð‘
0
rg dz5 ragh100 1p100 and

ra [
1

h100

ðh
100

0
r(z) dz . (6)

Taking differential of Eq. (6) we obtain

dps 5 ragdh1001 gh100dra . (7)
1 In the derivation of Bayr and Dommenget (2013) h in Eq. (1) is

denoted as h.
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When we compare Eqs. (7) and (1) with p 5 ps, r 5 ra,

and h5 h100 it is apparent that in Eq. (1) the minus sign

was incorrectly added to the first term in Eq. (7). The

second term in Eq. (7), compressibility of the atmo-

spheric air dra 6¼ 0, was dropped altogether.

For an incompressible fluid with r 5 ra 5 constant,

Eq. (7) has the familiar meaning relating column height

to surface pressure: the larger the height of the fluid

column, the higher the surface pressure. Meanwhile the

minus sign in Eq. (1) presumes exactly the opposite: the

larger the column height h, the smaller the surface

pressure. On the other hand, if Bayr and Dommenget

(2013), having ignored air compressibility for an un-

known reason, used Eq. (1) with the plus sign, the sign

discrepancy between Eqs. (3) and (1) would have dis-

appeared. However, in this case Eq. (3) would have

yielded a positive relationship of surface pressure on

temperature (higher pressure at larger temperature),

which contradicts the observations: in the real atmo-

sphere lower sea level pressure is associated with higher

temperature.

As themodel of Bayr andDommenget (2013) is based

on incorrect relationship [Eq. (1)] we conclude that it

lacks explanatory power and matches observations by

chance alone.

3. Dependence of sea level pressure on
temperature

We will here derive a general relationship linking

surface pressure and temperature to the vertical struc-

ture of the atmosphere. The model of Bayr and

Dommenget (2013) neglects how temperature might

vary with altitude. We will allow air temperature to vary

with height with a lapse rate G [ 2›T/›z, which is

independent of height but can vary in the horizontal

direction.

We introduce the following dimensionless variables to

replace height z and lapse rate G:

Z[
z

hs
, c[

G

Gg

, hs [
RTs

Mg
[

Ts

Gg

, and

Gg[
Mg

R
, (8)

whereM5 29gmol21 andGg5 34Kkm21 is the so-called

autoconvective lapse rate.

For air temperature we have

T(Z)5Ts(12 cZ) , (9)

where Z , c21 and Ts [ T(0). In these variables the

hydrostatic equilibrium Eq. (5) assumes the form

2
›p

›Z
5 rghs5

p

12 cZ
. (10)

Solving Eq. (10) for p $ 0 we have

ln
p

ps
52

ðZ
0

dZ0

12 cZ05
1

c
ln(12 cZ)’2Z

�
11

1

2
cZ

�
.

(11)

The approximate equality in Eq. (11) holds for cZ, 1,

which for G ’ 6Kkm21 corresponds to Z # c21 5 5.7.

This is always the case in the troposphere, where z #

17 km and Z , 2 (for hs 5 8.7 km). Comparison with

the exact formula reveals that the maximum in-

accuracy of the approximate relationship in Eq. (11)

corresponds to the top of the troposphere where it

amounts to 4%.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the physicalmodel of Bayr andDommenget (2013) with a constantmean

column height h [redrawn from Fig. 4 of Bayr and Dommenget (2013)]. To balance two col-

umns of heights h1 and h2, one should either move to the second column from the first column

half of the total height difference h1 2h2 or the entire difference Dh[h1 2h between h1 and

the mean height h[ (h1 1h2)/2.
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If one neglects the quadratic term in the right-hand

side of Eq. (11) one obtains the well-known hypsometric

equation relating the ratio between surface pressure ps
and pressure level p to height z of pressure level p. This

equation does not depend on c and thus neglects the

dependence of temperature on height. This is justified

for small height differences but not for the entire tro-

posphere where forZ5 2 the second (quadratic) term in

the right-hand side of Eq. (11) can make up to 18% of

the first (linear) term and thus cannot be neglected.

Pressure p(z) and temperatureT(z) at a given height z

are functions of ps, Ts, and G. Considering linear de-

viations from the mean values of ps, Ts, and G and taking

the total differential of the approximate relationship for

p [Eq. (11)] over these three variables, we obtain

dp5 ps

�
da1Zdb2

1

2
Z2dc

�
e2Z , (12)

where da, db, and dc stand for the dimensionless dif-

ferentials of ps, Ts and G:

da[
dps
ps

’
dps
ps

, db[
dTs

Ts

’
dTs

Ts

, and

dc[
dG

Gg

, (13)

where ps 5 1013hPa and Ts 5 298K are the annual

mean sea level pressure and surface air temperature in

the tropics. The inaccuracy of the approximate re-

lationships in Eq. (13) is determined by the relative

changes of sea level pressure and surface temperature

across the tropics. For the zonally averaged ps andTs this

inaccuracy does not exceed 4%.

Isothermal height zi 5 Zihs is found by taking total

differential ofT [Eq. (9)] overTs and G and putting dT5
dTs 2 TsZidc 5 0. This gives

Zi 5
db

dc
5

1

hs

dTs

dG
and zi [Zihs 5

dTs

dG
. (14)

We can see from Eq. (14) that an isothermal height ex-

ists if only db/dc. 0 (i.e., if areas with a warmer surface

have a higher lapse rate). Bayr and Dommenget (2013)

note that this pattern should be related to moisture

availability. They note too that, below an isothermal

surface, drier areas should have a steeper lapse rate

close to the dry adiabat and thus get warmer than moist

areas where the lapse rate is lower because of latent heat

release. In the tropical atmosphere, moist areas, most

notably the equatorial regions, have on average a

steeper mean tropospheric lapse rate than do the drier

regions at higher tropical latitudes (e.g., Johnson et al.

1999, their Fig. 13). In the lower atmosphere this has to

do with the trade wind inversion, which is mostly pro-

nounced in the drier (colder) regions where the lapse

rate in the low atmosphere is very small. In the upper

troposphere (around the isothermal height) a higher

lapse rate in the moister regions is due to the fact that in

such regions the air ascends rapidly and thus has a lapse

rate closer to adiabatic than in the slowly descending air,

where a more significant part of the thermal energy can

be radiated to space. It is only in the middle atmosphere

that, because of latent heat release, the lapse rate over

the moist equatorial areas is smaller than it is at higher

tropical latitudes. Generally, both in the lower atmo-

sphere and on average in the troposphere db/dc . 0 is

fulfilled.

Isobaric height ze [ Zehs is defined from Eq. (12) as

the height where dp 5 0. It is determined from the fol-

lowing quadratic equation:

da1Zedb2
1

2
Z2
edc5 0 and

Ze 5Zi

"
16

�
11

2

Zi

da

db

�1/2
#
. (15)

As there can be two solutions there can be two isobaric

heights (Fig. 2). Note that the isobaric height Ze [Eq.

(15)] does not depend on lapse rate c but only on its

differential dc via Zi. This is a consequence of the

smallness of cZ � 1 in the troposphere. From Eqs. (15)

and (14) we obtain the following relationship for the

ratio of the differentials of surface pressure and tem-

perature [Eq. (13)]:

da

db
52Ze

�
12

1

2

Ze

Zi

�
. (16)

When db 5 0 (i.e., when the surface temperature does

not vary, but only lapse rate does), we have from Eq. (15)

da

dc
5

Z2
e

2
. (17)

The surface pressure change is proportional to the

change in lapse rate; that is, the pressure is lower where

the lapse rate is smaller, with the proportionality co-

efficient equal to half the squared isobaric height.

To find the relationship between the isobaric height

and mean tropospheric temperature Ta below the

100-hPa level we need to find the relationship between

Ta and Ts. This relationship takes the form (see the

appendix)

db

dn
5

1

12 0:66/Zi

and dn[
dTa

Ta

. (18)
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Finally from Eqs. (16) and (18) we obtain

da

dn
52Ze

�
12

1

2

Ze

Zi

�
1

12 0:66/Zi

. (19)

Equations (16) and (19) are shown in Fig. 3.

When, as in the model of Bayr and Dommenget

(2013), lapse rate is assumed to be constant with dc5 0,

we have Zi 5 ‘ and Eq. (19), using notations from

Eq. (13) and dn [ dTa/Ta, becomes

da

db
5

da

dn
52Ze and

dps
dTa

52
ze
hs

ps
Ta

52rsg
ze
Ta

. (20)

Comparing Eq. (20) to Eq. (3) of Bayr and Dommenget

(2013) we notice the absence of the coefficient 1/2 in Eq.

(20) and the presence of surface air density rs in Eq. (20)

instead of mean tropospheric air density r 5 ra in Eq.

(3). If the lapse rate did not vary in the horizontal plane,

Eq. (20) would be the correct equation relating ratio of

pressure and temperature differences to an isobaric

height. But as we will show below, in the real atmo-

sphere variation in the lapse rate is too influential

to ignore.

Considering dp5 Dp(z) in Eq. (12) as a small pressure

difference at a given height between two air columns, we

note that this difference has amaximumabove the isobaric

height Ze [Eq. (15)] at a certain height Z0. This height is

determined by taking the derivative of Eq. (12) overZ and

equating it to zero [see Eqs. (12), (15) and (14)]:

FIG. 2. Vertical profiles of pressure differences Dp(z) between air columns differing in their lapse rate, surface pressure, and tem-

perature. (a)–(d) Theoretical profiles with dp 5 Dp [Eq. (12)], where da 5 Dps/ps, db 5 DTs/Ts, and dc 5 DG/Gg [cf. Eq. (13)], and ps 5
1000 hPa and Ts 5 300K. In (a)–(d) da 5 20.003, 20.006, and 20.009 for the blue, black, and red curves, respectively. In each panel

da/db 5 const for all the three curves. Dashed line Z0 [Eq. (21)] shows the height where the positive pressure difference in the upper

atmosphere is maximum, Dp(Z0) 5 Dp0 [Eq. (22)]. Note two isobaric heights in (c). In (d) the condition Zi 5 Z0 (the atmosphere is

horizontally isothermal where the positive pressure difference aloft is maximum) yieldsZi5Z05Ze522da/db5 (22da/dc )1/2 [see Eqs.

(15), (21), and (14)] and Dp0 5 0 (i.e., the pressure surplus aloft disappears). Also shown are the real vertical profiles of zonally averaged

pressure differences between the air columns at the equator and 108, 208, and 308 latitude in the (e),(f) Southern and (g),(h) Northern

Hemispheres in (e),(g) January and (f),(h) July; for example, the brown line in (e) shows the difference between the air column at the

equator and at 308S in January. Note that while the theoretical curves in (a)–(d) are chosen such that they have one and the same isobaric

height Ze (i.e., they cross the line Dp 5 0 at the same point), this varies for the real profiles in (e)–(h).
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›Dp

›Z
5 0, da1Z0db2

1

2
Z2
0dc2 db1Z0dc5 0, and

Z05 11Zi 6 [(Ze 2Zi)
21 1]1/2 .

(21)

At this height the pressure difference is equal to

Dp0 [Dp(Z0)5 pse
2Z

0

�
da1Z0db2

1

2
Z2
0dc

�

5pse
2Z

0 (db2Z0dc) . (22)

Note that by definition when Dp05 0 we haveZe5Z05
Zi. As is clear from Fig. 2, where the vertical profiles of

Dp(z) [Eq. (12)] are shown for different values of da, db,

and dc,Dp0 is themaximum pressure difference between

the air columns above the lower isobaric height.

As follows from Eqs. (21), (22), and (16), heightZ0 as

well as the ratio between the pressure surplus aloft and

the pressure shortage at the surface Dp0/Dps are func-

tions of two parameters, the isobaric and isothermal

heights Ze and Zi. When Ze and Zi are constant, the

ratio between the pressure surplus aloft and the pres-

sure shortage at the surface in the warmer column is

constant as well: the larger the pressure surplus aloft,

the larger the surface pressure shortage, with a direct

proportionality between the two. This is consistent

with the conventional thinking about differential

heating, namely that the upper pressure surplus causes

air to diverge from the warmer column, the total

amount of gas will diminish, and there appears a

shortage of pressure at the surface Dps , 0 (e.g., Pielke

1981, his Fig. 2).

When the vertical lapse rate is constant, dc 5 0, from

Eq. (21) we have Z0 5 12 da/db. In this case, as is clear

from Eq. (22), for small values of da/db � 1 the mag-

nitude of Dp0 does not depend on da but is directly

proportional to db, that is, toDTs [Eq. (13); Fig. 2a]. This

means that under these particular conditions a surface

temperature gradient directly determines the pressure

gradient in the upper atmosphere. In this sense there is

no difference between surface temperature gradient

and a gradient of lapse rate related to latent heat release;

both can only determine a pressure surplus aloft (cf.

Figs. 2a,b). We emphasize that while under certain as-

sumptions the magnitude of the tropospheric pressure

gradient can be approximately specified from consider-

ations of the hydrostatic balance and air temperature

gradients alone, the magnitude of the surface pressure

gradient cannot.

Generally, ratios da/db and db/dc in Eqs. (15) and (14)

can be understood as the ratios of the gradients of the

corresponding variables, for example, da/db 5 (›ps/›y)/

(›Ts/›y)(Ts/ps), where (›ps/›y)/(›Ts/›y) is the ratio of

sea level pressure and surface temperature gradients in a

given y direction (e.g., along the meridian). In this case

for any y the value of ze (or zi) has the meaning of a

height where ›p/›y 5 0 (or ›T/›y 5 0), that is, where

pressure (or air temperature) does not vary over y.

These ratios can also be understood as the ratios of small

FIG. 3. Dependence of (a) Dps/DTs [Eq. (16)] and (b) Dps/DTa [Eqs.

(19) and (23)] on isobaric height ze for different values of isothermal

height zi (km) that are shown near the corresponding curves. Vertical

dashed lines denote isobaric heights ze1 and ze2 corresponding to the

tropical mean Dps/DTs 5 21hPaK21 [horizontal dashed line in (a);

Fig. 4d] for zi5 10km.With an increase in ze2 from 17 to 20km for zi5
10km both Dps/DTs and Dps/DTa become zero (shown with asterisks).
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finite differences between pressure or temperature in a

given grid point and a certain reference value of pres-

sure or temperature, dps/dTs 5 Dps/DTs. This approach

was taken by Lindzen and Nigam (1987) and Bayr and

Dommenget (2013). We can now estimate all parame-

ters in Eq. (19) from empirical data to compare them

with model assumptions.

4. Data

We used NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data on sea level

pressure and surface air temperature, as well as on

geopotential height and air temperature at 13 pressure

levels provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD,

Boulder, Colorado, from their website at http://www.

esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ (Kalnay et al. 1996). As an estimate

of the mean tropospheric temperature we took tem-

perature total troposphere (TTT) MSU/AMSU satellite

data provided by Remote Sensing Systems from their

website at http://www.remss.com/measurements/upper-

air-temperature (Mears and Wentz 2009). Monthly

values of all variables were averaged over the time pe-

riod from 1978 (the starting year for the TTT data) to

2013 to obtain 12 mean monthly values and one annual

mean for each variable for each grid point on a regular

2.58 3 2.58 global grid.2 The following pressure levels

covering the tropical troposphere were considered:

1000, 925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100,

and 70hPa. Meridional gradients ›X/›y of variable

X (X 5 fps, Tsg) at latitude y were determined as the

difference in X values at two neighboring latitudes and

dividing by 2.58: ›X(y)/›y [ [X(y 1 1.258) 2 X(y 2
1.258)]/2.58. Local pressure differences corresponding to
pressure level pj were calculated from the geopotential

height differences using the hypsometric equation

Dpj 5 (zj 2 zj)pj/hj, where zj is the local geopotential

height of pressure level pj, zj is its mean value in the

considered spatial domain, hj 5 RTj/(Mg) is the local

exponential pressure scale height [Eq. (5)], and Tj is

local air temperature at this level.

5. Spatial patterns

Our regression of the annual mean values of Dps [
ps 2ps on DTa [Ta 2Ta (the overbars denote spatial

averaging) for the tropical area between 22.58S and

22.58N produced a slope of r 5 22.3 hPaK21 with R2 5
0.75. This is practically identical to the regression shown

in Fig. 3 of Bayr and Dommenget (2013), where Dps and
DTa values for the four seasons are plotted together. The

resulting regression slope r 5 22.4 hPaK21 with R2 5
0.76 was interpreted by Bayr and Dommenget (2013) as

describing seasonal changes of sea level pressure and

tropospheric temperature. However, as our result shows,

even if seasonal changes of Dps/DTa were completely

absent, the corresponding regression for the four seasons

combined would nevertheless produce a nonzero slope

reflecting the time-invariable spatial association between

higher temperature and lower pressure in the tropics. The

agreement between our relationship for the annually

averagedDps andDTa ratio and the one shown in Fig. 3 of

Bayr and Dommenget (2013) indicates that either the

spatial variation dominates the seasonal changes or that

the seasonal changes are, on average, characterized by a

Dps/DTa ratio similar to that of the spatial changes. Bayr

and Dommenget (2013) did not discuss whether their

Fig. 3 actually characterizes spatial or temporal variation

but interpreted the regression shown in their Fig. 3 as a

test of validity of their model, which they later used to

assess long-term temporal changes in ps and Ta.

The spatial and temporal changes are not inde-

pendent. If in a certain area we have an isobaric surface

at height ze and an isothermal surface at height zi, we

have [see Eq. (19)]

Dps 5 rDTa and r[ 2
ze
hs

ps
Ta

�
12

ze
2zi

�
1

12 0:66hs/zi
.

(23)

Local values of Dps [ps 2 ps and DTa [Ta 2Ta are

defined with respect to their mean values in the area

where the isobaric and isothermal surfaces exist. Taking

the derivative of Eq. (23) over time we obtain

›Dps
›t

5 r
›DTa

›t
if

›r

›t
5 0 and

›DX

›t
[

›X

›t
2
›X

›t
, (24)

where X 5 fps, Tag.

2 TTT data array contains 144 (3608/2.58) longitude and 72 (1808/
2.58) latitude values each pertaining to the center of the corre-

sponding grid point. NCEP–NCAR data arrays contain 144 lon-

gitude and 73 latitude values each pertaining to the border of the

corresponding grid point. For example, the northernmost latitude

in theNCEP–NCARdata is 908N, while for the TTT data it is 908 2
2.58/25 88.758N. This discrepancy was formally resolved by adding

an empty line to the end of the TTT data such that the number of

lines matches and there are matching (i, j) grid points in the two

arrays. In the result, every TTT value refers to a point in space that

is 1.258 to the south and to the east from the coordinate of the

corresponding NCEP–NCAR value. This relatively small discrep-

ancy did not appear to have any impact on any of the resulting

quantitative conclusions (i.e., if instead one moves TTT points to

the north, the results are unchanged).
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This means that if ze, zi, and, hence, r (to the accuracy

of a few percent) do not change with time, then the

temporal changes of Dps and DTa are characterized by

the same ratio r as their spatial changes.

In their analysis of the observed long-term ps and Ta

changes Bayr and Dommenget (2013) compared relative

partial pressures and relative tropospheric temperatures in

1989–2010 (their Fig. 12). They found that, in agreement

with Eq. (24), these changes are related by practically

identical ratios, 22.0hPaK21 for land, 22.4hPaK21 for

ocean, and 22.3hPaK21 for tropics as a whole, as the

corresponding spatial contrasts shown inFig. 4a.This pattern

is not preserved in the IPCC multimodel ensemble (Bayr

and Dommenget 2013, their Fig. 5): modeled long-term

changes for the timeperiod1970–2099 are characterizedbya

lower ratio for land (22.5hPaK21) than for the ocean

(21.9hPaK21) with an overall mean of22.0hPaK21. This

discrepancy merits further investigations.

We further found that the regression slope r depends

strongly on the averaging domain: it increases by abso-

lute magnitude toward the equator (Fig. 4a). As r de-

creases with diminishing tropical area, so does the

squared correlation coefficient (Fig. 4b), although for

the oceanic grid points it remains relatively high even

near the equator. For example, for the area between

308S and 308N for the land and ocean combined we have

r 5 21.5 hPaK21 with R2 5 0.73 while for 58S and 58N
we have r 5 23.6 hPaK21 with R2 5 0.32. These pat-

terns testify that the spatial relationship between Dps
and DTa is not universal in the tropics. In contrast, while

similar regressions of Dps on surface temperature DTa

are characterized by lower R2, the regression slope,

around 21 hPaK21, does not appear to depend signifi-

cantly on the averaging domain (Figs. 4d,e).

To explore whether the relationship between Dps and
DTa is dominated by zonal or meridional differences, we

performed a regression of zonally averaged Dps on

zonally averaged DTa for the area between 22.58S and

22.58N for different months (Fig. 4c). Zonally averaged

values account for a major part of the dependence be-

tween Dps and DTa: regression of annual mean zonally

averaged values yields r 5 22.0 hPaK21. The same is

true for the surface temperature (Fig. 4f). Since land–sea

contrasts in the tropics are predominantly zonal, this

means that either the contribution of land–sea pressure–

temperature contrasts to the pantropical regressions of

Dps on DTa and DTs is relatively unimportant3 or that

these contrasts are characterized by approximately the

same ratio as the zonally averaged values.

6. Isobaric and isothermal heights and their
variability

While the models of Lindzen and Nigam (1987) and

Bayr and Dommenget (2013) build upon the notion of

an isobaric height, neither study provided a systematic

assessment of the observational evidence to quantify its

magnitude and variation in space and time. In their

model Lindzen and Nigam (1987) adopted a constant

isothermal height equal to 10km. [They assumed that

the horizontal temperature differences at the level of

zLN 5 3 km are 30% smaller than the corresponding

differences at the sea level: DT(zLN) 5 0.7DTs. From

DT(zLN) 5 Ts 2 GzLN and Eq. (14) we obtain zi [ DTs/

DG 5 zLN/0.3 5 10km.]

Generally, a pantropical isobaric (isothermal) height,

if it exists, has the following properties: at this height

1) deviation of local pressure (temperature) from the

pantropical mean is zero, 2) deviation of local pressure

(temperature) from the zonal mean is zero, and 3) local

horizontal gradient of pressure (temperature) is zero.

If a universal isobaric height does not exist, for each grid

point these properties can each define a different height.

In Figs. 5a and 5d we plotted zonal averages of the

minimal isobaric and isothermal heights calculated ac-

cording to the above definitions. Local vertical profiles

of pressure and temperature differences in individual

grid points illustrating how these heights were calculated

are exemplified in Figs. 5b and 5e.

In the majority of grid points there is an isobaric

height between 0 and 10 km (Fig. 5c), which corresponds

to the lower isobaric height fromEq. (15). It is of interest

that the land and the ocean have different lower isobaric

heights, with land values peaking below the trade wind

inversion layer (3 km) and ocean values peaking at

around 6km (Fig. 5c). As is clear from Fig. 5f, a signif-

icant part of grid points has two isothermal heights: one

is the pantropical isothermal height around 12km and

the second one is around 3km.

While our Eq. (19) has the limitation of not accounting

for the vertical changes in lapse rate, it does provide an in-

sight into the observed behavior of theDps/DTs andDps/DTa

ratios. From Fig. 3a we can see that Dps/DTs grows with

increasing lower isobaric height ze1 and, for a given ze,

declines with decreasing isothermal height zi. As there is a

tendency for ze1 to grow and for zi to diminish toward the

equator (Figs. 5a,d), this compensating behavior may

explain the approximate constancy of Dps/DTs (Fig. 4d).

Meanwhile, because of the singularity for zi ’ 6km, a

decrease in zi for ze ’ 5–8km, in contrast, leads to a sharp

increase in jDps/DTaj. This theoretical behavior is consistent
with the observed growth of jDps/DTaj in the vicinity of the

equator (Fig. 4a).

3 This conclusion would not imply that the land–ocean contrasts

are negligible on a regional scale.
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Figure 3 also illustrates the sensitivity of these ratios to

the values of the lower and upper isobaric heights ze1 and

ze2. With ze1 � zi the ratio of Dps/DTa grows approxi-

mately proportional to ze1. Accordingly, the land with its

significantly lower ze1 has lowerDps/DTa andDps/DTs than

the ocean (Fig. 4a). Thus the observed variability in the

lower isobaric height produces uncertainties on the order

of 100% in the corresponding estimates of those ratios.

While the upper isobaric height appears more conserva-

tive, the sensitivity of Dps/DTa to its value is much higher.

For example, for zi 5 10km a change in ze2 of about 10%

from 18 to 20km diminishes the magnitude of jDps/DTaj
by more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 3b).

7. Discussion

The simple model of Bayr and Dommenget (2013)

was intended as a rough and ready means to capture the

dominant features of how tropical air pressure contrasts

are determined in a transparent and tractable manner.

We have reexamined this model and found that for an

atmosphere where the lapse rate is everywhere the

same, the correct expression for the dependence

between sea level pressure and tropospheric tempera-

ture is given by Eq. (20): it differs from Eq. (3) of Bayr

and Dommenget (2013) by the absence of 1/2 and the

presence of surface air density rs instead of mean tro-

pospheric density ra. Equation (20) is similar to Eq. (3)

in that it describes a direct proportionality between the

isobaric height ze and the Dps/DTa ratio.

In the real atmosphere the lapse rate varies consid-

erably in the horizontal plane: the lapse rate over the

warmer surfaces is on average steeper than over the

colder surfaces especially in the lower atmosphere

(Lindzen and Nigam 1987; Johnson et al. 1999). We

have shown that in such an atmosphere there must be

at least two isobaric heights ze1# ze2 [Eq. (15); Fig. 2c].

The models of Lindzen and Nigam (1987) and Bayr

and Dommenget (2013) each considered only one

isobaric height. In agreement with our Eq. (15), ob-

servations show that in the tropical atmosphere the

two isobaric heights correspond to ze1 ; 1.5–6.0 km

and ze2; 17–20 km. Both heights are spatially variable

(Figs. 5a–c). Observations provide no evidence

of a near-constant pantropical isobaric height, either

around 3 km (Lindzen and Nigam 1987) or at the top of

FIG. 4. Regression slopes r andR2 for the regression (a),(b)Dps5 rDTa and (d),(e)Dps5 rDTs for land (red), ocean (blue), and total area

(black) as dependent on the considered latitude range. For example, latitude range of 358means that averaging is made from 358S to 358N.

Here DX[X2X (X 5 fps, Ta, Tsg), where X is the local annual mean value and X is its spatial average over the considered latitude

range. Data corresponding to Fig. 3 of Bayr and Dommenget (2013) are marked with black circle. (c),(f) Seasonal variation of r for the

latitude range 22.58S–22.58N: land (red), ocean (blue), and total tropics (black) curves denote results as in (a) and (d) but for particular

months; the dashed line denotes the regression slope of zonally averaged Dps with DTa and DTs in (c) and (f), respectively.
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the troposphere (Bayr and Dommenget 2013). Appar-

ently, in the presence of two isobaric heights the Dps/DTa

ratio cannot be a linear function of ze. Indeed, we have

shown that an additional parameter is required: the iso-

thermal height zi. The resulting dependence of Dps/DTa

on the isobaric height is quadratic, not linear [Eq. (19)].

Isothermal height zi characterizes the thermal struc-

ture of the troposphere. In the limit of very large zi the

ratio Dps/DTs (as well as Dps/DTa) does not depend on zi,

but only on isobaric height ze [Eqs. (16) and (20)]. If ze is

given, Dps depends only on surface temperature

contrasts. This fact apparently facilitated interpretation

of surface pressure contrasts as determined by surface

temperature (Lindzen and Nigam 1987; Sobel and

Neelin 2006; An 2011). For example, Sobel and Neelin

(2006, p. 324) in their discussion of themodel of Lindzen

and Nigam (1987) noted that surface temperature de-

termines temperature in the atmospheric boundary

layer, which, in turn, determines surface pressure via a

hydrostatic relationship. Indeed, if the lapse rate does

not vary in the horizontal plane, zi 5 1‘ and there is a

direct proportionality between Dps and Ts (and Ta).

FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Isobaric and (d)–(f) isothermal heights in the tropical troposphere. (a),(d): zonal averages of isobaric and isothermal

heights defined as follows: 1) minimum height where local pressure (temperature) coincides with the mean pantropical pressure (tem-

perature) at this height (blue); 2) minimum height where local pressure (temperature) coincides with the mean zonal pressure (tem-

perature) at this height (magenta); 3) minimum height where local zonal gradient of pressure (temperature) is zero (gold); and

4) minimum height where local meridional gradient of pressure (temperature) is zero (green). All local pressure and temperature values are

annual means. (b),(e) Vertical profiles of the differences between the mean pantropical profile of pressure (temperature) in July and the

profile of pressure (temperature) for 18 individual grid points at 208N that are spaced by 208 longitude starting from 08. Note the difference

between isobaric heights 1 and 2: individual profiles coincide with each other at a different height (around 10 km) than they coincide with

the pantropicalmean profile. Frequency distribution of (c) isobaric and (f) isothermal heights 1; the inner histogram shows the distribution

of land values only and the outer histogram shows all values.
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However, while in the real atmosphere zi is on average

relatively large, this is not because the release of latent

heat does not matter. Rather, it is the release of latent

heat that elevates the isothermal height by diminishing

the difference in the mean tropospheric lapse rate be-

tween the warmer and colder surface areas. An illus-

tration is shown in Fig. 6, which compares pressure and

temperature profiles in the Sahara and eastern China in

July each with the zonal mean profile. One can see that

in the dry Sahara the isothermal height is very small

while at the same latitude in eastern China (during the

monsoon) it is typically higher. When zi is not very large

but comparable to ze, it has a crucial impact on the re-

lationship between pressure and temperature [Eq. (19)].

Figure 6 also illustrates how in moist regions there is a

larger surface pressure drop compared to the zonal

mean than in dry regions. For example, with the Sahara

surface being almost 6K warmer than the zonal mean,

DTs 5 6K, the surface pressure is only 0.7 hPa lower

than the zonal mean, Dps 5 20.7 hPa. In eastern China

for an insignificant DTs 5 1K we have a significant

surface pressure drop Dps 5 27.0 hPa compared to the

zonal mean.

We have shown that the relationship betweenDps/DTa

(as well as of Dps/DTs) is sensitive to the values of ze and

zi (Fig. 3). This sensitivity has not been previously ex-

plored. For example, at zi 5 10km, which is the value

adopted by Lindzen and Nigam (1987), a 15% change in

the upper ze from 17 to 20km leads to a complete dis-

appearance of the dependence of Dps on both DTs and

DTa. Thus any assumed approximate constancy of the

upper isobaric height ze2 is too far from reality to de-

termine the Dps/DTa ratio [contrary to the suggestions of

Bayr and Dommenget (2013)]. The sensitivity to the

lower isobaric height ze1 is less marked (Fig. 3b), but at

the same time ze1 varies proportionally more in space

than does ze2: ze1 varies from a few hundred meters over

land to over 6 km over the ocean (Fig. 5c). Thus neither

ze1 nor ze2 can usefully constrain predictions of Dps/DTa.

With several different peaks, different values for land

and ocean and mean values depending on latitude

(Fig. 5a,d) the isobaric and isothermal heights cannot be

specified from independent physical considerations.

Rather, they are themselves dictated by the dynamic

relationships between pressure and temperature.

We have emphasized how isobaric height links sea

level pressure contrasts to the pressure contrasts in the

troposphere [Eq. (22)]. If the isobaric height is un-

known, so are the surface pressure contrasts. Unlike

the tropospheric pressure contrast, the surface pressure

contrasts cannot be determined from consideration of

temperature gradients alone. This highlights a major

problem for the theory of atmospheric circulation.

Having set a temperature gradient, one can easily find

tropospheric pressure gradients and, consequently, the

geostrophic winds in the troposphere. However, what

type of circulation can be generated in the low-level

atmosphere remains uncertain. To simulate low-level

winds generated by differential heating, one has to

specify the dynamic interaction between the upper and

lower atmosphere (i.e., the turbulent friction). De-

pending on the adopted parameterization, one and the

same temperature gradient can be modeled to produce

drastically different low-level winds. For example, for

an axisymmetric general atmospheric circulation dif-

ferent assumptions regarding friction yield diverse

FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of air pressure and temperature differences between the zonal mean (208–308N) in July and

(a) the Sahara (208–308N, 08–208E) and (b) eastern China (208–308N, 1008–1208E); P is precipitation in July in these

regions (mmday21).
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results from complete absence of any low-level circu-

lation to negligible meridional circulation to circula-

tions close to the observed (e.g., Held and Hou 1980;

Schneider 2006). Through parameterization of turbu-

lence, models of more local circulations driven by

differential heating adopt as granted the basic pa-

rameters of the larger-scale circulations into which

they are embedded (e.g., Smagorinsky 1953; Pielke

1981; Curry 1987). While optimized to provide an

adequate description of the relevant processes, such

models would yield different results if those basic

parameters change.

A relevant illustration of these ideas is provided by

the model of Lindzen and Nigam (1987). They in-

vestigated how low-level winds depend on the isobaric

height ze in their model, where the boundary layer

height was assumed to be equal to ze. In the limit ze /
0 the surface pressure gradients disappear [Eq. (16)] and

the low-level winds should vanish. Contrary to this ex-

pectation, Lindzen and Nigam (1987) found little de-

pendence of the meridional winds (and moisture

convergence) on ze in their model. A smaller ze ex-

pectedly produced weaker surface pressure gradients,

but it also produced a proportionally larger damping

coefficient � [ CDjVcj/ze, where CD is a constant and Vc

is a typical wind speed at ze. As a result of a weaker

meridional pressure gradient, the zonal wind did de-

crease proportionally to the surface pressure gradi-

ent. However, the meridional wind proportional to

the product of zonal wind and the damping co-

efficient � [Lindzen and Nigam 1987; see their Eq.

(12a)] did not change much. Here the decrease in

pressure gradient was offset by an increase in the

damping coefficient �, such that the low-level air

convergence remained approximately independent

of ze (and, hence, of surface pressure gradients).4

Thus any answer to the question ‘‘what happens in

the lower atmosphere?’’ depends much more on how

turbulence is parameterized than on the magnitude of

any temperature contrasts. Since turbulent friction and

the dissipative power of atmospheric circulation are

directly linked, finding constraints on dissipative power

can contribute to our understanding of low-level cir-

culation and moisture convergence (Makarieva et al.

2013a,b).

We have seen that the relationship between ps and

Ta in the tropics shown in Fig. 3 of Bayr and

Dommenget (2013) is mainly determined by the

properties of the tropical atmosphere around 208 lati-
tude as well as by its zonally averaged properties

(Fig. 4c). Thus to explain why the ratios between sea

level pressure and temperature contrasts have their

observed magnitudes we have to explain why the

Hadley and Walker circulations are characterized by

those pressure and temperature contrasts. Other pro-

cesses, including seasonal variation and the observed

long-term relative ps and Ta changes as in Fig. 12 of

Bayr and Dommenget (2013), appear to preserve the

vertical structure of the atmosphere set by the main

dynamic drivers of the circulation. In other words, if

we knew why there is an;10-hPa pressure contrast for

every ;108C tropospheric and surface temperature

contrast in Hadley cells we would be able to determine

the isobaric heights and thus understand why the

tropical troposphere is about 16 km and not, say, 10- or

25-km high as well as why a local temperature increase

leads to a local sea level pressure drop of a given

magnitude.

In the past two physical drivers of low-level circu-

lation have been proposed and examined by re-

searchers: surface heating and the release of latent

heat (Gill 1980; Lindzen and Nigam 1987; Neelin 1989;

Sobel and Neelin 2006; Back and Bretherton 2009; An

2011). A distinct physical process was recently de-

scribed. Horizontal transport of moisture with its

subsequent condensation and precipitation away from

the point where it evaporated produces pressure gra-

dients due to the changing concentration of water va-

por as the air moves from the evaporation to

condensation area (Makarieva et al. 2013b, 2014a,b).

Pressure is greater where water vapor is added and

lower where it is removed from the air column. Un-

derstanding the relative contributions of these pro-

cesses will guide our predictions of local pressure and

circulation changes. We believe that the analysis of

pressure–temperature relationships initiated by Bayr

and Dommenget (2013) can shed light on the relative

strength of the contributing processes if these are

studied together with the moisture contrasts.

4 This independence of the meridional wind on ze resulted from

the assumed constancy of Vc and, hence, from the inverse pro-

portionality between the damping coefficient and the isobaric

height. In the real atmosphere the height of boundary layer hb is

much smaller than the isobaric height, hb ; 1 km � ze, especially

over the ocean (Fig. 5c). Because of this, pressure gradients at the

top of the boundary layer are determined by the surface pressure

gradients and close to them. Since at the top of the boundary layer

winds are approximately geostrophic (Back and Bretherton 2009),

this means that the geostrophic wind speed Vc at the top of the

boundary layer (which is used in the determination of the damping

coefficient) is approximately proportional to the surface pressure

gradient. Consequently, it must decrease with decreasing ze . In the

result, with decreasing ze (decreasing surface pressure gradient),

surface winds and moisture convergence should decline as well.

Note also that ze can itself be considered as a function of pressure

gradients.
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APPENDIX

Relationship between Ts and Ta

The relationship between surface temperature Ts and

the mean temperature Ta(Z) of the atmospheric column

below Z can be derived from Eq. (9) and the hydrostatic

Eq. (5):

Ta(Z)[

ðZ
0
T(Z)r dZðZ
0
r dZ

5
Ts

11 c

12 e2cZe2Ze2cZ2/2

12 e2Ze2cZ2/2
,

(A1)

where Z [ z/hs and cZ � 1.

Expanding Eq. (A1) over c and keeping the linear

term we have

Ta5Ts

�
12 c

�
12

Z

eZ 2 1

��
. (A2)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (A2) over Ts and c we

obtain

dc5
db2 dn

12Z/(eZ 2 1)
and dn[

dTa

Ta

. (A3)

For the height of the tropical troposphere z 5 H 5
16.5 km, Ts 5 298K, and G 5 6.1Kkm21 we have Z 5
1.9, c5 0.18, and 12 Z/(eZ 2 1)5 0.66 and obtain from

Eqs. (A2) and (A3)

Ta 5 0:88Ts, db5 dn1 0:66dc, and

dTs

dTa

5
1

0:88

 
11 0:66

dG

dTa

Ta

Gg

!
. (A4)

The mean tropospheric Ta 5 262K in the tropics esti-

mated from Eq. (A4) is identical to the annual tropical

mean Ta 5 262K (22.58S–22.58N) that we estimate from

the TTT data of Mears and Wentz (2009) and close to

Ta 5 263.6K cited by Bayr and Dommenget (2013).
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